Introduction
Steganographic methods of message concealment in different types of digital environments are quite widespread and vital. This is based on the main characteristic of steganography, which is concealment of the message transfer itself when using steganographic methods. This goal can be reached if, during a message insertion into a certain environment, changes caused by insertion of the corresponding data in the environment cannot be noticed. Using digital networks and other tools for digital communication favors the development of steganographic methods of message concealment. A quite widespread type of digital environments, used in information transfer networks, is a text environment (TE). Specificity of TE is that alphabet symbols and words are used in this environment, and their usage in steganography is not fully enough investigated, disregarding control characters. Known methods of steganographic message concealment in TE were developed by Wayner [1] . These methods are based on using the distribution probability of different alphabet symbols in a certain text. Symbols or phrases of a concealed message are chosen on the basis of these probabilities. To implement this method, a class of imitating functions is introduced. This class allows to use systems of formal grammatics, which allows to perform message concealment in the output structures and so on. One of the tasks arising in the research scope of using TE for steganography is the task of choosing the parameters which characterize a degree of invisibility of a message inserted in the environment, a degree of message recognizability when an anomaly is detected in the TE and so on [2] . This paper contains analysis of a method of inserting separate message words into the TE which is passed on using semantic parameters. A definition of additional parameters is formulated, among which is a concept of a technical parameter of message invisibility, a concept of TE interpretation story is introduced, of load of certain story fragments and several other concepts necessary for deeper study of message concealment problems in TE. This paper also contains research of a task of modifying TE if its size is not enough for a message insertion. Such expansion is proposed to implement on the basis of data of text descriptions of a message interpretation and the TE itself.
Insertion of message words into the text environment
An invisibility degree of a message inserted into is a quite important parameter. This degree is especially important for , because the message itself is also a text. In the paper [2, 3] a set of parameters is given which as a whole characterizes the invisibility degree. The mentioned parameters are closely related to elements of a system of text information perception by the user. Besides parameters given in [4, 5] , let us introduce a technical parameter of invisibility.
Definition 1.
A technical parameter of invisibility is going to be defined as ratio of the word number in the message text to the word number in , where a message is being planned to be inserted. . This parameter is changed in [0,1] range. A value corresponds to a situation when , a situation when the message size is equal to the size of . We will not take this case into account. A value corresponds to a situation when there is no message in , but we will not consider this case either. The parameter is called a technical invisibility parameter because it defines the choice of the size relative to . To estimate the parameter beforehand and, respectively, estimate the necessary size of , we can assume that = , where takes values from 1 to 9. This parameter characterizes a certain degree of invisibility because it can be stated that, the more is a size of a text where a certain message of a fixed size is placed, dispersed along all the text, the more difficult it is to detect in this text. In order to insert into any , the latter has to have a certain semantic interpretation which will be described by the following relation:
, where and indicate a semantic interpretation of a sentence from , is a phrase of a sentence . Obviously, semantic interpretations and have to agree within a certain degree, or . Otherwise it will be easy to detect words in which are related to . This brings up a task of determining the connection between a degree of visibility in the and a degree of agreement between and . A solution of this task is based on using concepts of semantic vocabularies [6, 7] . In this case the following tasks arise:  a task of replacing the word numbers from the , which were replaced by words from , by a algorithm of recognizing words from in the environment,  a task of choosing places in the to place words from . A word sequence from in the can be natural, or match with the word sequence in , or can be defined by a certain algorithm. 
Extending the text environments

Choosing the placement of a message word in the text environment
Besides choosing a word from , to replace it with a word in , or to choose a word from as a word from , a task arises of choosing places in for inserting words from [8, 9] . The words from , that, according to the statement 1, can be used to replace the first word from , can exist in many places of . Thus, we need to define the signs which could indicate from all the possible areas of the one where performing the changes would meet the necessary level of semantic contradiction as much as possible. To solve this task, let us introduce the following conditions and definitions.
Condition 1.
Each must have its own story.
Definition 2.
A story exists in in the case when each word of each phrase and each sentence have interpretational descriptions in the subject area of represented in the corresponding semantic vocabularies .
Definition 3.
A story is a function of semantic meaningfulness , which characterize the components mentioned in the definition 2, ordered in most cases by natural numeration in . Because inherently has serial structure, the story can be considered a linear function corresponding to the numeration of elements.
Condition 2.
To place a single message , it is reasonable, and in certain cases necessary, to use a uniform , where uniformity is determined by presence of a common story. A story function in structure will be called a story line . For convenience, a story line , corresponding to structure, goes from the beginning to the end of the text. Function will possess different values in definition interval, depending on the numeration value We will call these values a story load in the selected interval. Let us assume that one step of will be defined within the interval of a single phrase. The suitability of this limitation is based on using semantic parameters regarding the text elements.
Definition 4.
A semantic load of a fragment is defined by a semantic meaningfulness of this fragment, . A semantic meaningfulness is defined by the number of cases when is used in the selected , which can be described as follows:
where is an identification function of a fragment , described by the following relation:
,
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where is a current fragment from , is a fragment for which is being defined. Operation means a definition of identity degree of meaningfulness between . This operation is quite important, so we will examine it in more detail. It means comparing the key words or phrases, depending on the size of , from the fragments and defining their semantic correlations. In most cases the structure is serial, so we will consider the structure of serial as well. Let us introduce a rule of defining structural difference between . For a more convenient description let us assume that , . In this case we will examine structural difference between and if .
Rule 1.
If relations between * and are interpreted as a conjunction or a disjunction, there is no structural difference in and when . If this relation is interpreted as an implication in one of the phrases and as a conjunction or a disjunction in the other one, there is a structural difference between and . This leads us to a definition of for a certain uniform for all . In this case, to determine a semantic load , we will limit ourselves with a step of change of value , which is defined by a single phrase. Let us write the function as . Then the function can be represented as: .
Because
is defined by a certain number depending on a numeration index of in , we can write that . Let us assume, based on known data, that to insert into , such are chosen, for which ]. As stated before, is a description of text interpretations of words and phrases used in . Based on using , let us introduce the concept of key words or phrases which will be defined by their semantic parameters , or . Definition 5. Key words or phrases will be such or , for which the sizes of description of text interpretations are greater than interpretation descriptions of other or , and the difference value is formally described as:
. In a certain a situation can occur when key elements are distinguished within it in the form of or . Obviously, a sentence , used by , should not be used for placement of regardless of value, if is a key phrase. A subject area of interpretation formed on the basis of , can be extended by semantically consisted fragments. Such extension can be considered reasonable if it can be performed considering the subject area , which can favor the increase of invisibility level of in the . Extension of is performed only in those cases when the selected is not widely known, for example, a text fragment of a well-known published work. This is one of the signs for choosing a certain type of texts, that are the most convenient for placing in their environment. An extension of is initiated in the case when during the analysis, performed by a steganosystem ( ), it becomes clear that a size of is not sufficient for a placement of with a given invisibility degree . The extension process is performed within the scope of , which uses the rules of sentence generation of text extension . These rules are formed on the basis of grammatical rules of the language which is created in [10, 11] . Such rules have to meet the following conditions.
Condition 3.
A sentence generated for must be semantically redundant.
Condition 4.
A sentence for is formed on the basis of an extended semantic vocabulary , which describes the corresponding extension of a subject area of interpretation.
Condition 5.
Extension of and the corresponding is generated on the basis of using components from , which could be or from .
Condition 6. Extension is performed on the basis of analysis of interpretation description, or
, and is performed dispersedly along all .
Extension of is performed on the basis of analysis of an interpretation , which is represented as . Because is formed so that semantic load would be maximal, which is based on the requirement of size to be minimal in order to reach the higher level of . This circumstance leads to complications while choosing the insertion place, because in this case a single word from during its insertion requires an environment where semantic meaningfulness of its components is also high. This is necessary to reach the given consistency level of with . Because of this, while inserting into , it is not always reasonable to try to generate of the shortest possible size. It is obvious that an optimal is a message which is the most similar to by its semantic parameters. This means that it is reasonable to adapt to a which would be semantically uniform with semantics of . In this case a task arises of optimization of semantic load value relatively to the semantic load of and the given value of invisibility in the environment. Let us examine the following definition.
Definition 6.
A semantic load of a fragment of a text of an environment is defined by a ratio of average meaningfulness of the components of the fragment to the average meaningfulness of the components of the whole or its part that participates in the definition of a semantic load, which can be described by the following relation:
)=х .
It can be seen from this relation that in case when = and in all other cases it takes values within the range (0,1) except «0» value, because =0 when . In most cases is formed in such a way that is quite high while value is relatively not so high because is different from . Because a separate text is examined, we will call a personal semantic load and will write it as .
Definition 7.
A personal semantic load is defined by an average value of semantic meaningfulness of all components, which is formally described by the following relation:
A message is mainly generated in such a way that has the maximal . To represent this factor with the most precision, defining the value by the size of in is not sufficient. Thus, to generate from for all or a single component from , a parameter of personal meaningfulness is introduced, which is assigned by the corresponding when calculating . Methods of extension while inserting provide for solving the following tasks: 1) Generation of text fragments which are meant to extend in the corresponding place of . 2) Choosing a place in the environment for its extension. 3) Defining the size which is a set of single fragments , or . To generate fragments, a generator of text fragments ( ) is used. This generator operates on the basis of using ) and and using the rules of output of text fragments . To perform the corresponding output, we need criteria, based on which particular steps of an output can be performed and a situation which corresponds to the completion of an output is determined. An output system consists of the following elements:
 rules of output or transformation of text fragments, which we will write as and which are related to the grammatical rules of the language used to build ,  criteria of choosing regular text fragments from , and from intermediate generated during the output of a fragment , which will be written as ,
 criteria of choosing a regular transformation rule which is supposed to be used during the current output step, a system of these criteria will be written as .
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Formally an output system as a whole can be described by the following relation:
.
After using we obtain a fragment which we need to place in the environment. A process of output can be described by this relation: , ], because ) and are the basic input data for performing transformations. An obtained fragment can be a sentence which is a semantically complete form. This means that, to choose a place in the for , basic semantic parameters can be used that characterize in general. One of these parameters is semantic contradiction . Obviously, to determine them, we need to use semantic meaningfulness and semantic meaningfulness of and sentences which create surroundings for . To determine a placement of in the we have to transfer the numeration of all sentences used in the . Let us assume that this numeration is . Because extension of should not cause semantic anomalies in the , such insertion place is chosen in the where is not going to change the average value of semantic consistency . To successfully solve this task, we need to find out the initial conditions, specified as , , that make it possible to determine , for which there are two compatible sentences in the , between which a sentence can be placed without causing a semantic anomaly, or , where is a semantic anomaly, which is occurrence of an inacceptable value of semantic contradiction. The next task which requires our attention is defining the size of extension of a text environment . The size will be measured in a number of sentences obtained as a result of their output from , . We can limit ourselves with the size of , that does not exceed , measured in a number of sentences which consists of. This does not mean can be greater than . For convenience, sizes of descriptions will be written as , , , respectively. This does not mean . Obviously, can be greater than . This could be required when ensuring a given level of invisibility of a message inserted into . Thus, the value of necessary extension is based on a requirement to ensure a given safety level of a message . In this case, safety of a message transfer is defined by a set of parameters listed in [1, 12] .
Summary
This paper contains research of the tasks which arise during message concealment in text environments, transferred via electronic communication channels and the Internet network. An analysis of place choosing in , where a text word can be replaced with a message word, has been performed. Word choosing and replacing in is performed on the basis of a semantic analysis of a text fragment consisting of a word being inserted and the surrounding words. To perform this analysis, a concept of semantic parameters of consistency between words and semantic meaningfulness of a single word is used. Known methods of determining the values of these parameters are used in the paper, which allows to go from qualitative level to quantitative level of semantic analysis of text fragments when modifying them by replacing words. Invisibility of such message insertion is ensured by establishing the given values of deviation of semantic consistency parameter. For a case when semantics of a text is substantially different from the message semantics, it is proposed to perform a extension in such a way that the extended text would be more suitable for concealment of an inserted message. An analysis of tasks is performed, that occur during the implementation of the corresponding extension. Input data for solving the extension tasks are interpolate message descriptions and interpretative descriptions of . The process of such extension is based on using a system of text fragment output. This output system uses grammatical rules of sentence building in the language used for describing and the message. These rules are extended by the conditions which take into account the values of the corresponding semantic parameters and the logical structure of a sentence, which is a text fragment supposed to be output. Problems of message concealment in are quite vital because there are widespread services of text transferring in the Internet network. The approaches, developed in this paper, to creating methods of message concealment in are new solutions of the problems of text steganography.
